Hello!
i had problems to sign in to the OpenSUSE Events site, for 2 years now,
gets error to many redirects when trying to sign in, also still have
problems signing in to Weblate, have had problems since my account got
migrated to the new login system

FWIW, just now I was able to sign in on events.o.o, no problems.

Does login to other opensuse services work? id.opensuse.org bugzilla.opensuse.org build.opensuse.org ?
If not, this might help:
https://idp-portal.suse.com/univention/self-service/#page=passwordreset

I also have trouble with https://i18n.opensuse.org/. For some reason it sends a 301 redirect to http://i18n-staging.suse.de/
In general this seems to be service-specific and not trouble with the account, so I'll leave it to the service owners to debug.

I also see this strange/broken redirect. (Workaround: use https://l10n.opensuse.org instead.)

Stanislav, can you please check what's causing this strange redirect?

bittin: Can you please open a separate ticket for the events.o.o login issue? That would enable parallel processing ;-)
cboltz wrote:

bmwiedemann wrote:

I also have trouble with https://i18n.opensuse.org/. For some reason it sends a 301 redirect to http://i18n-staging.suse.de/

I also see this strange/broken redirect. (Workaround: use https://l10n.opensuse.org/ instead.)

Stanislav, can you please check what's causing this strange redirect?

bittin: Can you please open a separate ticket for the events.o.o login issue? That would enable parallel processing ;-) 

#105846 opened for the events.oo.org issue, still have problems logging in to the Weblate too, getting an angry email suspicious activity: Someone is trying to register using your email adress, so think something is sad with my account after the migration to the new login system, last year or so
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bmwiedemann wrote:

I also have trouble with https://i18n.opensuse.org/. For some reason it sends a 301 redirect to http://i18n-staging.suse.de/

In general this seems to be service-specific and not trouble with the account, so I'll leave it to the service owners to debug.

Confirming.

This is a deprecated URL. It is intended to redirect all URLs in this domain to https://l10n.opensuse.org/. It worked in past, but now (well, the time stamp of the broken file is Oct 1st, 2020) the file was modified to redirect to the staging server.

Fixed and deployed.
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